The Invisible Rabbit Hunt

By Jean Sexton (Jsexton) on Saturday, May 08, 2010 - 08:32 am: Edit

By Marcus J. Giegerich (Marcuscg) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 09:53 am: Edit

@Jean,

I've been seeing invisible rabbits in the tourney tactics thread lately. Not quite sure what to do...

By Jean Sexton (Jsexton) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 05:02 pm: Edit

Marcus, are they six feet tall?

By Loren Knight (Loren) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 05:37 pm: Edit

I'm six foot tall.

By Jean Sexton (Jsexton) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 05:46 pm: Edit

Loren, you are an invisible rabbit?

By Howard Bampton (Bampton) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 06:04 pm: Edit

Well, since you apparently can't see him, he qualifies as being invisible...

By Loren Knight (Loren) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 06:29 pm: Edit

Must resist being bad... must resist!

By Steve Petrick (Petrick) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 06:58 pm: Edit

Be vewy, vewy qwiet. I am hunting invisible wabbits.

By Jean Sexton (Jsexton) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 07:07 pm: Edit

SPP, please do not use your flamethrower on the BBS.

(dusts hands off) Well, that takes care of that. No need to get Ramses and Isis in now.

By Ryan Opel (Ryan) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 07:27 pm: Edit

But can Ramses and Isis find invisible wabits?

By Joe Stevenson (Ikv_Sabre) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 08:36 pm: Edit
Quote:
But can Ramses and Isis find invisible wabits?

"The thing's gotta have a tailpipe, right?"

By Mike Curtis (Nashvillen) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 09:21 pm: Edit

Star Trek VI Undiscovered Country

By Jeff Wile (Jswile) on Wednesday, May 07, 2008 - 09:29 pm: Edit

Shush! Its Invisable Wabbit Hunting Season!

By Steve Cole (Stevecole) on Thursday, May 08, 2008 - 11:37 am: Edit

Isis and Ramses can hunt by smell and sound as well as they can by sight.

By Jeff Wile (Jswile) on Thursday, May 08, 2008 - 12:00 pm: Edit

At 6 feet tall, would Isis and Ramses have to team up to take down the Invisable Wabbits?!?

Or would they "tag Team" the invisible Wabbit take down?!?!

By Jean Sexton (Jsexton) on Thursday, May 08, 2008 - 12:44 pm: Edit

Well, Jeff, we haven't established that the invisible rabbits that Marcus is seeing are six feet tall. Depending on his relationship with rabbits/wabbits/bunnies/hares, he may not elect to give us any more clues.

We know that Loren is 6 feet tall and invisible and that he sometimes visits the tactics thread, but we do not know if he is a wabbit.

We don't know if Joe and Mike were indicating that the Tactics thread may be the "undiscovered country" or if they have seen VI invisible rabbits or if this is a coded message confirming the size of the invisible rabbits.

We know that Petrick (sans flamethrower) is hunting invisible wabbits. I expect that if the going gets tough, he will ask if he can borrow Ramses and Isis so as to fulfill his Quest.

We know that Ramses and Isis could hunt invisible wabbits, if they wanted to do so. We don't know if they could bring down one that is six feet tall. (That may require an assist from Petrick.)

So many questions, so few answers . . .

By Jack Anthony Jones (Designered) on Thursday, May 08, 2008 - 02:43 pm: Edit

This woman is clearly an editor who is extremely very good at compiling all the known information on
a subject and presenting it in a cogent fashion. (said the reporter).

By Jeff Wile (Jswile) on Thursday, May 08, 2008 - 03:09 pm: Edit

Then there is the whole topic of what the Wabbits are armed with... IIRC the Killer bunnies in a certain Monty Python movie (something to do with the holy grail...) had to be attacked with the Holy hand grenade of Antioch.

Petrick may need his flame thrower... and still ask for "more, please."

By Jean Sexton (Jsexton) on Thursday, May 08, 2008 - 03:59 pm: Edit

Jeff, we have not yet established if these are killer rabbits. Marcus has, I hope, not been damaged by the invisible rabbits and has indeed posted on the BBS after his notification above. All information at the present leads one to assume the rabbits are merely invisible.

I am sure that Petrick will tell us if he requires a Holy Hand Grenade to accomplish his Quest. If so, the request will be added to the G.O.D.'s "To Do" list, the proper HHG will then be created by the G.O.D., and the HHG (along with its schematics, including the dreaded Crawford Box) and its rules for use will issued to Petrick for the Quest.

Should Petrick need a flamethrower, he shall be issued a dispensation for its use.

By Jean Sexton (Jsexton) on Thursday, May 08, 2008 - 05:30 pm: Edit

I thought that perhaps the Dreaded Crawford Box for the Holy Hand Grenade for Use in the Destruction of Killer Rabbits would be origami instructions on the schematics so that SPP could construct the DCG according to SVC's directions and then the HHG could be placed within the DCG so the KR wouldn't see it when SPP sneaked up on them.

By Patrick H. Dillman (Patrick) on Thursday, May 08, 2008 - 05:50 pm: Edit

Is this the bunny y'all looking for?
http://i113.photobucket.com/alb...kingarthur.jpg

By Jeff Wile (Jswile) on Thursday, May 08, 2008 - 06:02 pm: Edit

Actually, I think this is a bit closer...

http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=XcxKIJTb3Hg&feature=related

By Joe Stevenson (Ikv_Sabre) on Thursday, May 08, 2008 - 06:24 pm: Edit

"Isis and Ramses can hunt by smell and sound as well as they can by sight."

Hence the "tailpipe" comment
By Jean Sexton (Jsexton) on Friday, May 09, 2008 - 07:05 am: Edit

Marcus is the only one who claims to have seen the invisible rabbit. Until he identifies the precise rabbit, then we must rely upon SPP, Ramses, and Isis to find the invisible rabbits.

It does worry me that you are all assuming these are Killer Rabbits. They could be pookas and responsible for some of the mischief on the BBS (double posts, posts in the wrong topic, typos when you know you typed it correctly, etc.) for all we know.

By Tos Crawford (Tos) on Friday, May 09, 2008 - 09:19 am: Edit

Have we found out exactly how it is that Marcus can see invisible things? Can he see all things invisible or did the invisible rabbits briefly manifest themselves in visible form? Did he in fact ‘see’ the invisible rabbit or rather ‘sense’ it. How many are already here and what is the reproduction rate of invisible rabbits? Is the BBS vulnerable only to invisible rabbits, or could all manner of invisible critters show up once word gets out that we have left ourselves unprotected? How can we construe such vile deprivations as anything but hostile? What safeguards do we have in place to defend against the impending invasion? Who will protect us?

By Jeff Wile (Jswile) on Friday, May 09, 2008 - 09:45 am: Edit

Jean:

Up at the top of the thread where it reads "Jean will use this topic to let you know about updates, changes, and reorganizations to the BBS. You can use this topic to ask her to do things (or why she did things).

++ 

I was wondering, as a service to visitors, you might amend the banner to reflect the local area rules that are different from those practices in use elsewhere on the discussion board?

For example, (to perhaps reflect the whimsical nature of some of the discussions that sometimes get posted) you might add "No Invisable Wabbit Hunting allowed" or "Flame throwers expressly forbidden", or (if you feel that it is absolutely necessary) "It has been reported that some visitors to this realm have reported seeing invisable Wabbits, Carnivores and even Nonhuman security personnel (i.e. Isis and Ramses).

Please report all such events to management ASAP."

By Marcus J. Giegerich (Marcusg) on Friday, May 09, 2008 - 09:54 am: Edit

I never saw no wabbit.

I bumped into it on my way to the mens room here at work and we both collapsed into a heap. I couldn't see anything, but I sure felt it. Long ears, fluffy tail, silky nose, strong hind legs. It then hopped off (or so it sounded). It may have wandered into my cube later in the day because I started to smell obnoxious gas (does eating carrots really do that to you?) and every time a co-worker came in to
speak with me I couldn't exactly blame it on the invisible bunny.

No TOS, I didn't grope it thoroughly enough to determine the sex.

By Paul Franz (Andromedan) on Friday, May 09, 2008 - 10:33 am: Edit

Jean,
Do you think it might be a good idea to setup a thread for "The Invisible Bunny Hunt" so that it could be moved out of your box.

By Jean Sexton (Jsexton) on Friday, May 09, 2008 - 10:57 am: Edit

You guys are always welcome to play in my kitchen. Invisible wabbits, bunny hunts, kitchen raids (those of you at Origins this year may get to decide if the virtual cooking is better than the real), all are part of the WebMom's realm. You all know when things get serious and play least in sight while I deal with them. All is well.

Paul, until SVC or SPP find the Bunny Ship (Invisible) in those tapes and release its SSD, it cannot have its own thread. Pet Invisible Bunnies would belong in "Tribbles and Other Pets" and then are probably not subject to hunts.

Probably best they remain here, under my watchful eye, so they don't go haring off.

By Michael Powers (Mtpowers) on Friday, May 09, 2008 - 12:22 pm: Edit

Jean: Invisible Bunny Ship = Cloaked Qixa?

By Jean Sexton (Jsexton) on Friday, May 09, 2008 - 01:57 pm: Edit

Michael, you may have pulled the rabbit out of the hat. Sounds like a ship proposal to me.